In Touch 16/10/2012
Peter: Good Evening; Tonight: teenagers take centre stage on In Touch; four film stars, and a fashion blogger; Later, eighteen-year-old Emily Davison will be giving us a flavour of her latest fashionable ensemble. 
In:  What I am wearing today...
Out..I'm in love with that bag.
Dur: 20"
Peter: More tips on how to look good later in the programme; but first, it’s perhaps an unlikely theme for a film; echo-location. For those who don't know, it’s the technique some blind people use to navigate, and avoid obstacles; you "hear" objects, rather than see them, a bit  like a bat.  BUT the point is, its stars are a group of young visually impaired actors from the UK, who went off to Portugal where the film is set in a kind of international finishing school for blind and partially sighted youngsters. It also stars Ed Hogg as the teacher who brings his unorthodox teaching methods to the school, with unsettling effects. Well the film was premierred in London on Sunday night, and as well as lead actor Ed Hogg, we've been talking to Josh, Tom, Lucy, and starting with Ellie, who explained how she got the part.    
In: It was actually my music teacher
Out  change their attitude:
Dur: 7.22
Peter:  Ellie Wallwork, Josh Nonet, Lucy Hogan and Tom Barton. Well everyone,  including those who acted in it, have had a bit of a struggle telling us what it was about; but Lee Kumutat; you've now seen it, alongside a sighted friend;  what did you make of it? 

Lee does review 

Peter: We're following this up next week with what life is like for visually impaired teenagers; if you've had exciting experiences like acting in a film, or you'd like to comment on maybe more down-to-earth things, like attitudes to you by the public, you can email us; intouchatbbcddcodduk. And we continue with our theme of young people who are making the running. We've featured before the challenge of choosing clothes, and looking stylish, when you struggle to see what's on offer. There are ways; shop with a friend who can see; trust your mum; use a store which is offering an assistant to shop with you. And now there's another way; you could read Emily Davison's "style" blog.  She told me why she started it.
In 
Out
Dur:
Peter: Emily Davison; and there are full details of her blog, with links to examples, on our website.  Just before we go, remember those irritating security devices which are making it all but impossible for visually impaired people to deal with websites. They're known as capchas, but one of our listeners says he's come up with a solution; Lee, you've been examining it. 
Lee gives solution.
Peter: Lee thanks.   That's it for today; you can email us with your comments, queries and suggestions at in touch at bbc dot co dot uk. Our action line is available for twenty-four hours after tonight's programme ends; the number O eight hundred, O double four, O double four; and there's a free download of tonight's programme from our website. From me Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.

